
Summary of Techniques

Radial Velocity - the measurement of the back and forth velocity of a star, betraying an unseed companion.

Timing - the measurement of the back and forth motion of a star/star system sue to light-travel time differences.

Astrometry - the measurement of the side to side motion of stars, betraying the presence of planets.

Microlensing - provides a statistical estimation of the number of planets, but follow-up is not possible, due to the 

faintness of typical lensing stars.

Summary of Results

Brown Dwarf Desert - a gap in mass between planetary and stellar mass companions in Jupiter or closer orbits.

Metalicity-Planet Correlation - a  statistical correlation between dust/ice forming elements and provides evidence 

for the core-accretion model.

Hot Jupiters - for their own unique population with approx 4 day orbits. Evidence of planetary migration.

Systems  with multiple near-equal mass planets are relatively common.•

The reason we know little about earth-mass planets in earth-like orbits is that the RV technique is only 

sensitive to Earth-mass planets in close orbits (and around low-mass stars).

•

Brown Dwarf's burn deuterium (an isotope of Hydrogen) 

Only young planets can be directly detected by adaptive  optics 

imaging, because they Are still glowing “red hot” due to Kelvin--

Helmholtz contraction.

•

Measuring the brightness of these planets doesn't directly give 

their mass. It needs both an age estimate and models.

•

Directly imaging exoplanets is hard - it requires the best 

adaptive optics systems and the best image analysis algorithms.

•

The population of wider planers found by direct imaging may 

not be core-accretion planets. One way to tell will be better 

statistics of the population.

•

Direct Imaging

Planets migrate based on 

interactions with the 

protoplanetary gas disk or other 

planets.

→

We need to observe newly formed 

systems to really see how giant 

planets form.

→
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Similar to a solar eclipse.•

The star dims when a planet passes in front.•

Small planet - small change○

Large planet - large change○

Brightness change depends on the planet's size.•

Only a small fraction of planets transit.•

Measures the planets radius.•

Space telescopes have a huge advantage because of the Earth's atmosphere.•

Planet Transits
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The difference in planet radius (transit depth) at different wavelengths is called transmission 

spectroscopy and measures the atmospheric composition.

•

With secondary eclipses, we can determine exoplanets temperature.•

Kepler's sensitive to small radius planets shows that although around 10% of stars have < 3 AU gas 

giant companions, many more have terrestrial or Neptune-sized planets.

•

With the exception of hot Jupiters, there is no obvious observational boundary between terrestrial 

and giant planets.

•

Transiting exoplanets searches  are very biased towards extrasolar planets that are close to their 

host stars.

•

Key Transit Results

The full Kepler mission will estimate the number of earth-like planets in earth-like orbits around sun like 

stars: but it will contain much more information about larger or closer planets.
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